Lump
Catalog of exhibitions

2013

Lmp v18.0166 DECEMBER
A Tooth For An Eye - Lee Delegard and Carolyn Janssen

Lmp v18.0165 NOVEMBER
Kiss Without End – Tim Harrington

Lmp v18.0164 OCTOBER
This Land Is Not Your Land – Ruch Mclsaac

Lmp v18.0163 SEPTEMBER
No Concert – Harrison Haynes
Building mural – Marcel – Casey Cook both presented by SiteWorks

Lmp v17.0162 MAY
Neff/Jackson/Lewis – organized by John Neff featuring: Mark Jackson, Tony Lewis and John Neff

Lmp v17.0161 APRIL
Modern Mythos – Megan Sullivan and Tyler Wolf

Lmp v17.0160 MARCH
Hateful – Lydia Moyer/Tory Wright

Lmp v17.0159 FEBRUARY
Guests of Horror: Your Worst Nightmare, In It's Own Hell - Secret Boyfriend vs Russian Tsarlag (Ryan Martin and Carlos Gonzales)

2012

Lmp v17.0158 DECEMBER
Fast and Frugal – Jason Osbourne

Lmp v17.0157 NOVEMBER
Troika - Jan Razauskas, Gary Kachadourian and Jason Kachadourian

Lmp v17.0156 OCTOBER
Ain't Got No/I Got – Leah Bailis
project room: You Pretend I'm Psychic – Sarah Gamble
**SEPTEMBER**

Little Big Man – George Jenne

**JUNE/JULY**

Carne Estrada – Totemic Wizard System (Cameron Fuller, Travis Russell, and Andrew James)

**MAY**

World of Matter – Scott Wolniak

**APRIL**

Lions and Tigers and Bears – Jason Polan

**MARCH**

Spiraling Jeté (Down) – Nicholas Frank

**FEBRUARY**

Anal Swastika vs Genital Holocaust – Elijah Burgher and Steve Reinke

2011

**DECEMBER**

Clayton Volcano and friends; A Tribute – Amanda Barr

**NOVEMBER**

Tyson Reeder

**OCTOBER**

We Cruizin’ – Neil Prewitt

**SEPTEMBER 10th**

All Day – All Night – curated by All Day Records: Extreme Animals, Cheveu, Brain F#, Secret Boyfriend, Steve Gunn, William Tyler, Mike Gangloff & Nathan Bowels (Black Twig Pickers), Hiss Golden Messenger, Phil Blank & Jordan Hutchinsun (Gmish Klezmer Band), Ezekiel Graves, Des_Ark (acoustic set), Blood Jar Creepers, Meg Baird, Lack , A Stroud, dj E Main, djs MothersBrothers

**SEPTEMBER**

Plugged In - Chris Musina, Lee Delegard, Jason Osborne, Jonathan Sherrill, Cora Lim, Neill Prewitt, Seoun Som, Ashley Florence
Drop City – Team Lump vs The Front

Lmp v15.0144 MAY
Perfecto – EJ Hauser

Lmp v15.0143 APRIL
ThankYouForVisitingTheInter.net – David Colagiovanni

Lmp v15.0142 MARCH
Puncture - Casey Cook

Lmp v15.0141 FEBRUARY
I Hate This Fucking Suffocating Towne – Xiu Xiu

2010

Lmp v.15.0140 DECEMBER/JANUARY
Counterfeit/Counterpart – Harrison Haynes and Tory Wright

Lmp v15.0139 NOVEMBER
Devil Dousing – Lee Misenheimer

Lmp v15.0138 SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
Take a Trip on a Cloud – Thad Kellstadt

Lmp v14.0137 AUGUST
Lump Benefit - Organos, DJ set by Jamie Stewart of Xiu Xiu, and Neill Prewitt (Yuxtapongo)

Lmp v14.0136 JUNE
Black Damp – Lydia Moyer

Lmp v14.0135 APRIL/MAY

Lmp v14.0134 FEBRUARY/MARCH
Worms Are The Words – Joy Feasley and Paul Swenbeck

2009
Bad Dreams Starring Good Friends - Daniel Davidson and Josh Rickards

Please Trust Me – Jason Polan

Dawn Horse – Molly Shafer

If You Build It, We Will Burn It – Jerstin Crosby

The Middle of Nowhere – curated by Jerstin Crosby featuring: Sonia Jimenez Alvarez, Torreya Cummings, Bill Fick, Orvokki Halme, Sabrina Jung, Thad Kellstadt, Anne Lass, Lydia Moyer, Patricia Neligan, and Bill Thelen

Yesterday was yesterday. Tomorrow is ours. – Cammi Climaco

The State of Separation – Christopher Coleman

Penned – group show curated by Bill Thelen, Andrew Jeffrey Wright and Wendy Yao

Pleasure Seekers - Tory Wright

2008

Drink Up and Be Somebody - Cannonball Press (Mike Houston and Martin Mazzerola)

Life After Doomsday - Jason de Haan

Big Kids / Little Kids curated by John Freeborn

September
FLEET(ING) - Amy S. Kauffman

Lmp v12.0120 AUGUST
Lump Benefit with Phon and Schooner

Lmp v12.0119 JUNE
LowEnd Theories - curated by Tory Wright with Megan Sullivan, Greg Rubio, Andrea Morris, Molly Schafer, Ryan Swanson, Amanda Barr, Catalina Torres and Kerry Adams

Lmp v12.0118 MAY
Beauty Tips - Becca Albee

Lmp v12.0117 APRIL
Heroes - curated by elin o’Hara slavick and Laura Sharp Wilson

Lmp v12.0116 MARCH
Urd Up - Jeanine Oleson

Lmp v12.0115 FEBRUARY
EAT ME ALIVE - Jason Polan

2007

Lmp v12.0114 DECEMBER
Group Hug - Amanda Barr, Carl Baratta, David Colagiovanni, Jerstin Crosby, Andrew Faunsler, Nora Isabella, Matt Hart, Harrison Haynes, Casey Cenderson, Keith Herzick, Hillary Hogue, Little Friends of Printmaking, Lump Lipshit, Cara Ober, Casey Porn, Nate Quinn, Josh Rickards, Molly Schafer, Megan Sullivan, Ryan Swanson, Wayne Toepp, Kay Whole and Tory Wright

Lmp v12.0113 NOVEMBER
Teenbeat 432 - Mark Robinson

Lmp v12.0112 OCTOBER
trash and other camouflage - Thad Kellstadt and Jesse McLean

Lmp v12.0111 SEPTEMBER
Mechatronic Symphony - Dana Raymond

Lmp v11.0110 AUGUST
Lump Benefit with The Bowerbirds and Phon

Lmp v11.0109 JUNE
Team Riders No. 3: Barefoot with Spiked Pedals - Julie Goldstein

Lmp v11.0108 MAY
Doodle Crush - David Ellis and Kiku Yamaguchi

Lmp v11.0107 APRIL
Matthew Suib

Lmp v11.0106 FEBRUARY/MARCH
Independent People - Leah Bailis

2006

Lmp v11.0105 DECEMBER
Postcard Diaries - Mark Mothersbaugh

Lmp v11.0104 NOVEMBER
a real, real worrier warrior - Kymia Nawabi

Lmp v11.0103 OCTOBER
Good & Thuggy - curated by Team Lump with Paperrad, David Ellis, Casey Cook, Sto, Becca Albee, Barry McGee, Thom Lessner, Harrison Haynes, Amanda Barr, Vincent Dermody, Maya Hayuk, Planecrash, Rich McIsaac, Kinsey, Andrew Jeffrey Wright

Lmp v11. 0102 SEPTEMBER

Lmp v10.0101 JUNE
The Pen is the Sword - Stewart Sineath
project room – An Accumulation of Little Things – Cara Ober and Julie Benoit

Lmp v10.0100 MAY
Potluck in the Fellowship Hall - Josh Rickards
project room: Sarah Gamble

Lmp v10.0099 APRIL
Coral Teef - Allyson Mellberg Taylor and Jeremy Taylor
project room – Cornapple Caverns – Max Hubenthal and Travis Robertson
Lmp v10.0098 **MARCH**
*Goin’ Pro* - Jerstin Crosby
*project room* – *Goodybumps Go Adrift* – Tory Wright

Lmp v10.0097 **FEBRUARY**
*Phooklyn* - Max Lawrence, Ben Woodward, Rebecca Suss, Jayson Musson, Polina Solovelchik, Swoon

2005

Lmp v10.0096 **DECEMBER**
*Absolutely Stable* - Joyce Rudinsky
*project room*: *Darktimes* – curated by Molly Schafer and Tory Wright featuring videos by Jerstin Crosby, Eric Fleischauer, John Allen Gibel and Nathan Kukuluski

Lmp v10.0095 **NOVEMBER**
*Strawberry Crystaline* - Michael Salter
*project room*: Tyler Wolf

Lmp v10.0094 **OCTOBER**
*Off Season* - Becca Albee

Lmp v10.0093 **SEPTEMBER**
*Where We Meet* - Chris Duncan
*project room*: *Hot and Cold: 4Real* volume 4

Lmp v9.0092 **AUGUST**
*Alphabet* and *A to Z* - two exhibitions curated by PostTypography and The Drama

Lmp v9.0091 **JULY**
*Lost Weekend 2* - Team Lump, Optical Oak, Brent Van Daley, Planecrash, Boyzone, Phon, Lee Campbell's video program: *All For Show*

Lmp v9.0090 **JUNE**
*Architecture: Edge & Surface* - Gail Peter Borden, Jeremy Ficca and Michael Meredith

Lmp v9.0089 **MAY**
*Scarab* - Seth Johnson, Thom Lessner, Paul Swenbeck, Clint Takeda, Robert Chaney, Alexander Ho, Chris Bors, Drew Elliott, Justin Matherly, Emily Thompson and Scott Cassidy
Our Land - Dos Pestañeos Collective (Ben Fain, Hope Hilton, Scott Lawrence, Megan Lillie and Andrew Ross)

Worse for the Better - Maggie Michael

quad valve - Dana Raymond

Shacked Up: Breadwinners, Homewreckers, and the Myth of the American Dream - Cannonball Press (Martin Mazorra and Mike Houston)

Northern Lights - Paul Butler, Daniel Dueck, Michael Dumontier, Simon Hughes and Jacek Kosciuk

PORTOTONIC – Tactonic Collective (Huong Ngo, Joshua Rosenstock, and Matthew Steinke)

Boar’s Head/War’s Head - David Ellis

Lost Weekend - Team Lump and The Drama

The Lumberton Barrier - A.A. Rucci

Can You Feel The Lightshine - Dale Flattum and Maya Hayuk

Ecotopia - curated by Reed Anderson including: Marty Ackley, Reed Anderson, Donald Baechler, Andy Barrett, Adriane Colburn, Daniel Davidson, Brady Dollarhide, Stefan Gesek, Michael Kusmierczyk, Chris Natrop, Michael Oliveri, Graham Parks, Phil Ross, Mindy Shapero, and
Scott Wolniak

Lmp v8.0077 MARCH
Suburban Abstraction - Barbara Campbell, Christopher Thomas, Hamlett Dobbins, Erica Svec and Mauro Zamora

Lmp v8.0076 FEBRUARY
Sweetness and Light - Wendy Aracich, Daniel Hamilton, Allyson Mellberg and Jeremy Taylor
project room: heartswork – Tiffany Bozic, Chris Duncan and Paul Urich

2003

Lmp v8.0075 DECEMBER
Lumpenedlyness - Exhibition curated by NYC Feature, Inc.’s Hudson featuring: Carl d’Alvia, Jason Fox, Sam Gordon, Richard Kern, Gina Magid, Tracy Miller, Nancy Shaver

Lmp v8.0074 NOVEMBER
Paul Friedrich
project room: Bobby Schatte

Lmp v8.0073 OCTOBER
Christopher Johnson
project room: I'm innocent, I'm innocent - Joshua Rickards

Lmp v8.0072 SEPTEMBER
Research and Development - Michael Salter
project room: Dalek

Lmp v7.0071 AUGUST
Hive Mind SoundSystem - NYC/Toyko based art crew Barnstormers

Lmp v7.0070 JUNE
Randy Wray
project room: Joshua Stern

Lmp v7.0069 MAY
Rio Vista Is Home - Laura Sharp Wilson
project room: Funk-Funk - Paul Nudd

Lmp v7.0068 APRIL
Beta Test - Kevin Jones
Lmp v7.0067 March
Brothers From Different Mothers – Andrew Jeffrey Wright, Ben Woodward, Isaac Lin, Dan Murphy and Jim Houser

Lmp v7.0066 February
Charles Parker Boggs
project room: Joy Feasley and Paul Swenbeck

2002

Lmp v7.0065 December
Paul Friedrich

Lmp v7.0064 November
The Broken-Down Mysterious Doors of the Impossible - Barry McGee
Andrew Jeffrey Wright

Lmp v7.0063 October
Stirring the Turd – Curated by Bill Thelen, Gary Smith, Katherine Bernhardt, Scott Wolniak, Molly Schafer, Sara MacKillop, Mandy and Severn Eaton

Lmp v7.0062 September
Hi-jaculate Yourself - Mark Mothersbaugh

Lmp v6.0061 June
All Too Human - Jim Cicatko
project room: Squirm - Dale Flattum

Lmp v6.0060 May
Towards Tominnow - Tammy Rae Carland

Lmp v6.0059 April
Horse Scale - Dana Raymond
project room: Joyce Rudinsky

Lmp v6.0058 March
On the Dot - Jen Talbot

Lmp v6.0057 February
Unfiltered - Michael Salter
project room: Helper - Paul Evans

2001
bad touch: Volume 1 a drawing show curated by Bill Thelen

Make Yourself a Verb and Go! - Paul Friedrich
project room: Paul Valadez

Thrillseeker(s) - Ludwig Schwarz
project room: Willie Gregory

9 from 1026 = deece! - artists from Space 1026

There Goes The Neighborhood - Michael Pilmer with Stef Maus
project room: Krysta Einspanier and Bob Schatte

hermaphrodite drawings - Fernando Renes
project room: Laura Sharp Wilson

The Young Ones - Carrie Alter, Josh Rickards, Allison Edge and Justin Lincoln

A Social Event Archive - organized by Paul Drueke

Output - Michael Salter/Dale Flattum/Lump Lipshitz

Woman in the Sun - Johnathan Jacquet
project room: Charles Parker Boggs

Onion Head Monster, Master of Disaster - Paul Friedrich
project room: Mother - Starletta Fontaine

Doctored - Woody Holliman
project room: David Opdyke

Lmp v5.0044 SEPTEMBER
For Your Eyes Only - Sam Van Aken

Lmp v4.0043 JUNE
Alterbiographies - Todd Fjlested, David Isenhour and Angie Thiede

Lmp v4. 0042 MAY
Buena Onda - Derek Fanser, Willie Gregory, Kirsten Stoltmann and Scott Wolniak

Lmp v4.0041 APRIL
Balls and Dolls - Max Below Toledo-Paris and Sherri Wood
project room: Send in the Clowns curated by Lump Lipshitz

Lmp v4.0040 MARCH
Xploded Formz - Dana Raymond
project room: New Trips - Reed Anderson

Lmp v4.0039 FEBRUARY
dialect - Michael Salter
project room: Digest - Christopher Gentile
1999

Lmp v4.0038 DECEMBER
un/Acceptable - curated by Med Byrd

Lmp v4.0037 NOVEMBER
Post No Bills - Shepard Fairey

Lmp v4.0036 OCTOBER
Queer Youth - Tammy Rae Carland
project room: Heidi Arbogast

Lmp v4.0035 SEPTEMBER
The Facts of Life - Kate Anthony and Beth Nardella
project room: Paul Friedrich

Lmp v3.0034 AUGUST
Gene Simmonsm - Michael Pilmer
To me, Quantity is Quality - Brian Walsby
project room: Michael Salter/Dale Flattum/Lump Lipshitz
Lmp v3.0033 **JUNE**
Tough and Tender - curated by Bill Thelen

Lmp v3.0032 **MAY**
The Soft Museum - gallery exchange with Seattle’s Milky World gallery

Lmp v3.0031 **APRIL**
More, Big, New Superstore - Charles Parker Boggs
project room: dream cheese - Paul Evans

Lmp v3.0030 **MARCH**
Flesh and Blood - elin o’Hara, Madeleine Marie, Sarah and Susanne Slavick

Lmp v3.0029 **FEBRUARY**
Dainty - Andrea Lekberg and Sherri Wood
project room: Laura Sharp Wilson

1998

Lmp v3.0028 **DECEMBER**
Quiet! An exhibition of noisy, soundmaking devices - curated by Skip Elsheimer and Wifflefist

Lmp v3.0027 **NOVEMBER**
Show #27 - Paul Friedrich and Dale Flattum
project room: Michael Morlan

Lmp v3.0026 **OCTOBER**
Stuff & Nonsense - Robert Neilson
project room: Michael Traister

Lmp v3.0025 **SEPTEMBER**
Ludwig Schwarz
project room: Michael Salter

Lmp v2.0024 **AUGUST**
When Toys Bite Back!! – group show curated by Todd Fjelsted

Lmp v2.0023 **JULY**
Chick Diptych - Amanda Church and Missy Lohr
project room: I Threw Up - Michael Pilmer and Diana Mayo
Lmp v2.0022 JUNE
environmental - Bill Mooney and Barbara Herring

Lmp v2.0021 MAY
Team LUMP Group Show Number One - Elizabeth J. Hauser, Ava Johnson, Lump Lipshitz, Kate Anthony, Dale Flattum, Andrea Lekberg, Starletta Fontaine and Michael Salter

Lmp v2.0020 APRIL
it's all good - Kirsten Stoltmann and Willie Gregory.
project room – Random Letters To Ransom Girls – Tammy Rae Carland

Lmp v2.0019 MARCH
Flavors - Neil Whitacre
project room: Diana 2 - Chris Rady

Lmp v2.0018 FEBRUARY
Slack, Hack and Whack - Lee Misenheimer, Bob Schatte and George Tompkins
project room: untitled date and time - Bill Budelman

Lmp v2.0017 JANUARY
Home Grown - Ashley Wilton Gulick
project room: Ground Control - Caroleigh H. Robinson

1997

Lmp v2.0016 DECEMBER
extrasensitivity - Paul Evans, Page Darrow and Laura Sharp Wilson.
project room: Heat and Serve - Kate Anthony

Lmp v2.0015 NOVEMBER
Have No Misgivings This Thanksgiving - Paul Friedrich
project room: George Doles III

Lmp v2.0014 OCTOBER
Breathing Will - Dana Raymond
project room: Joey Howard

Lmp v2.0013 SEPTEMBER
Labor < > Leisure - elin o’Hara slavick
project room: Careful – EJ Hauser

Lmp v1.0012 AUGUST
Red Lips, Red Ass - Michael Pilmer, Diana Mayo, Starletta Fontaine and other local artists

Lmp v1.0011 JULY
Static, Bleak Laughter and Sin - Dale Flattum
project room: Lil’ Hustler – Lump Lipshitz and Starletta Fontaine

Lmp v1.0010 JUNE
Ocnailborgen!! - Mark Brandvick and Paul Evans

Lmp v1.0009 MAY
parts and service - Michael Salter
project room: Andre Leon Gray

Lmp v1.0008 APRIL
This Book Belongs To… - Andrea Lekberg
project room: Neil Whitacre

Lmp v1.0007 MARCH
Yellow – group show with over 50 artists celebrating the color yellow

Lmp v1.0006 FEBRUARY
trucks - work by Ben MacNeil
project room: Ludwig Schwarz

Lmp v1.0005 JANUARY
Form as Function - furniture show

1996

Lmp v1.0004 DECEMBER
Knot - Laura Sharp Wilson

Lmp v1.0003 NOVEMBER
Snap! Krackle! Pop! - Kate Anthony, Dale Flattum, Paul Friedrich and Andrea Lekberg

Lmp v1.0002 OCTOBER
three - Michael Salter, Ashley Gulick and George Tompkins

Lmp v1.0001 SEPTEMBER
Our grand opening the day after Hurricane Fran hit Raleigh featured six North Carolina photographers including: Krysta Einspainer, Claire Holroyd, Ava Johnson, Jill Over, Chris Rady and Michael Traister.